
LESSON 1 UNIT2

thirteen

Listen and read.

13

Hi Mom!

Talk about the story.

1. Who is the e-mail for?

2. What’s the writer’s name?

3. In what place is the writer?

4. Who is Sussan with?

5. Who is a good swimmer?  

Hi Mom!
Sorry I didn’t answer your e-mail right away. 
I decided to wait until we arrived in San Francisco. 
That’s where we are now, at Kim’s house. 
It was great to see her again. On Monday evening, 
we just stayed in her house and talked for hours. 
On Tuesday, we visited the city. We started with a 
ride on the cable cars. It was fantastic. 
After that, we rode our bikes through the Silver 
Gate Park. We didn’t go the zoo, because it didn’t 
look very interesting. Kim is a good swimmer, so 
she swam at the beach, I didn’t. But yesterday 
evening we sailed in the bay with Kim’s parents 
on their yatch. It was very nice! Write soon.

Love
Sussan   

Practice Story
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1. Listen and say.

2. Listen and say.

LESSON 2

fourteen

What did                do yesterday?

played soccer.

Did              play soccer yesterday?

Yes, I / they / he / she did.
No, I / they / he / she didn’t.

I
They
He
She

 you / they
 
 he / she

you
they
he
she

talked 
on the phone

did (my)
homework

went to the park

played soccer

surfed the net

ate pizza

sailed in the bay

exercised

Grammar

a) b) d) c) 

e) f) h) g) 

What did you
do yesterday?

I went to 
the park. 

Did you go
to the park 
yesterday?

No, I didn’t.
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1. Listen and say.

2. Listen and say.

LESSON 3

fifteen

What                  doing last night?

sleeping.

sleeping last night?

Yes, I / she / he / was.
No, I / she / he / wasn’t.

Yes, they were.
No, they weren’t.

I / She / He

They

Were

Was

was  she/ he

were  you/ they

was  

were  

you/ they  

she/ he

playing video 
games

reading the 
newspaper

sleeping

doing my 
science project

dancing

watching 
a movie

eating a 
sandwich

cleaning 
(my) bedroom

Grammar

a) b) d) c) 

e) f) h) g) 

What were 
you doing 
last night?

Were you 
eating a sandwich 

last night?

Yes, I was.

I was 
watching
a movie. 
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LESSON 4

sixteen

 Look and answer. 

Practice

1. What did you
     do yesterday?

4. What were they
     doing last night?

2. What did he      
       do yesterday?

5. What was she
       doing last night?

3. What did she
     do yesterday?

6. What was he
         doing last night?

very good!
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LESSON 5

seventeen

1. Listen and say. Then, act out.

2. Answer the questions.
a) What was Lucy doing when the storm started?

    ____________________________________.

b) Did Lucy get scared with the storm?

    ____________________________________.

c) What were Lucy friends doing when the storm started?

    ____________________________________.

d) Did Lucy stay in the restaurant during the storm? 

    ____________________________________.

e) When the storm stopped what was Lucy doing?

    ____________________________________.    

a) b) 

c) d) 

Hi,Lucy!
Did you hear 

about the storm 
yesterday?

Really? 
Did you 

get scared?

How did you
get home from
the restaurant?

Really?
How funny.

I didn’t go home.
I stayed in the

restaurant. I ate
dinner twice. 

Ha ha ha.

Yeah. And by the
 time the storm 
stopped, I was 
sleeping over 

the table.

Yes, I did. 
I was eating dinner 

in a restaurant when 
the storm started. 

Yes, I did. 
Some friends 
were playing 

in the park when 
the storm started. 

Imagine that!
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LESSON 6

eighteen

The letters of the words below are all mixed up. Figure out 
what the word is and write it on the line provided.

Having fun

1.   GNIPEELS

2.   TENEHTDEFRUS

3.   RECCOSDEYALP

4.   REPAPSWENEHTGNIDAER

5.   SEMAGOEDIVGNIYALP

6.   TCEJORPECNEICSYMGNIOD

7.   MOORDEBYMGNINAELC

8.   KRAPEHTOTTNEW

9.   DESICREXE

10. HCIWDNASAGNITAE

11. GNICNAD

12. AZZIPETA

13. KROWEMOHYMDID

14. ENOHPEHTNODEKLAT

15. EIVOMAGNIHCTAW

16. YABEHTNIDELIAS

Well done!
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LESSON 7

1. Read the text.

nineteen

She was wearing a long white dress.

It was very dark that night and 
it was raining heavily. Matt and I
were driving back home. Suddenly,
the car made a funny noise    
and stopped.

We didn’t have any more petrol. 
While Matt was looking for a torch, 
I got out of the car. There weren’t 
any houses around, just trees.

“Let’s get some help,” I said.

We were walking down the road when suddenly we saw a woman. She was 
wearing a long white dress. I got closerand screamed: 
“A ghost! A ghost!”  

2. Answer the questions.

a) How was the night?                                  _______________________________.
              
b) Was it raining?                                          _______________________________.

c) What made a funny noise?                       _______________________________.
 

d) Who was wearing a long white dress?     _______________________________.
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LESSON 8

twenty

1. What was everybody doing when Mrs. Smith came home from 
work yesterday evening? Look at the picture and complete the 
sentences with the past progressive of the verbs in the box.

2. Look at the pictures and unscramble the questions. Then, answer them.

a) Mr. Hunt _______________ dinner.

b) John __________________ computer 

    games.

c) Sheila ______________ the newspaper.

d) The baby ______________.

e) Grandma and grandpa _____________ in the 

    garden.

 f) The dog _______________ in the sofa.

g) The cats _______________ around the living room.

read         run           cook    sleep   sit        play      cry

Mary / stay / at / a / 
hotel / last / week /?

__________________

Rob / wash / his / bike / 
yesterday / ?

__________________

Frank / go / to / the / 
bank / yesterday / 
morning/ ? 

__________________

girls / meet / in / 
the / park / ?

__________________

a) b) 

d) c) 

 Revision


